
resource into their brakes. While other manufactures seem to have 
a more single-minded focus on their power plants, BMW clearly 
considers the brakes just as important as the engine.
 The transmission on this bike redefines how you ride a motorcycle. 
You never have to use the clutch in any situation to grab an up-shift. 
Period. It works flawlessly at any RPM, under any engine load. Human 
beings are incapable of shifting as well as BMW’s new “shift-assist.” 
It’s that good. under low power settings, it shifts slowly. At high 
power settings, it shifts quickly. It shuts the engine down for the shift 
and then gradually feeds the power back in. It feels like some kind of 
fly-by-wire setup, but by reading the documentation I guess it’s some 
kind of combination of fuel injection and ignition timing adjustment. 
Whatever it is, it’s so good, I’m not afraid to use it powering out of a 
corner.
 Given the shift-assist and the fact that the BMW chassis does 
a better job of keeping the front-end on the ground by using ASC 
during hard acceleration, the K1300S can hang with the Busa in the 
straights. In the corners, it’s all BMW.  I’m not sure if it’s the tires or 
the new lighter Hossack front suspension, but I couldn’t make the 
front-end push even in steep narrowing radius corners that would 
leave the Busa acting like a drunk trying to cross an icy road.
 The first thing you notice before you even start the bike is the 
lighter clutch. Once running, you are instantly aware that the engine 
is much smoother than the old S. Blip the throttle and you can tell 

you’ve got less flywheel effect. Cool. Drop into first and you can feel 
the shorter throw. This is going to be fun. Feather out the clutch, 
feed in some gas and it’s a whole new world. This is a marvelous 
motorcycle. In my line of work, I get to ride lots of different bikes. 
The K1300S is my new favorite. Did you notice from the pictures that 
the bike has a laminar flow windshield to reduce buffeting around 
your helmet?
 Now for the bad news. Fully loaded with everything including 
BMW panniers as shown in the photos, this thing takes $21,000.00 to 
get out-the-door. You can almost get two brand new Hayabusas for 
that kind of money. Or, I can buy one Hayabusa and add Ohlins front 
and rear, Brembo all around, carbon wheels etc. etc. etc.
 On the other hand, it takes about $21K to get a V-MAX out-the-
door. A 1098r is upwards of $40K to take home. The F4CC “Claudio 
Castiglioni” is over $120K before dealer prep and freight...
 I was surprised to find out that only about 1,000 K1200Ses came 
into the uSA each year and that the same thing will be true of the 
K1300S. That’s a fairly exclusive ride. Plus, BMW always has excellent 
parts availability (Suzuki does not) and warranties the bike for three 
years or 36,000 miles.
 In hard economic times, it’s difficult to justify spending this kind 
of money on a motorcycle when there are so many great bikes that 
cost much less. However, I’m 49 years old. How many more years do 
I have to enjoy one of the best bikes in motorcycling? I’ve thought 
about it long and hard and I say screw it. life is too short.

In ’07 Operation Calendar released a 
stunning Camouflage calendar with 
all the models wearing only body 
paint and the occasional prop; like 
the picture you see to the left. Can 
you tell the prop from the paint? 
(Only the hat, rope, gun and gun belt 
aren’t paint on Manuela.)  Love her !

 In March, we told you all about Clint and the awesome event 
that he and his bud Marc Baluch have got planned for you in May. 
(But you can always find more details at themayride.com.) This 
year’s event is going to be huge! We’ve just gotten confirmation 
that motorcycle stunter Warren Jamez will be there to entertain 
the crowd; it’ll be a trip to see a sport bike stunt show at a Harley-
Davidson dealership. Operation Calendar will also be there in full 
force, with calendars and girls to sign them. You’ll be able to pick 
up your 2009 calendar poster for only $5. Sure, it’ll be May by 
then, but where else are you going to support the troops and get 
gorgeous girls to talk to you for five bucks? It’s a no-brainer.  
 So, what is Operation Calendar? The idea behind Operation 
Calendar was created by Manuela Mezzadri, who works as a 
role player with Strategic Operations, a San Diego based firm 
that provides realistic training for military personnel and law 
enforcement. (Fun fact: Strategic Operations is owned by Stu Segall 
Productions, which happens to be one of the largest independent 
studios in the country.) Mezzadri used to model in Italy before 
moving to Southern California almost a decade ago. After coming 
to San Diego, she continued to model, but didn’t come up with 
the idea for Operation Calendar until after she’d landed the job 
with Strategic Operation and had the opportunity to see, first 
hand, what our military and their families go through. With the 

help of numerous volunteers, Operation Calendar was born. “So 
many people volunteered their talent, energy, resources, and a 
tremendous amount of time in order to make (the calendars) a 
reality,” said Mezzadri. “It just goes to show that you can make a 
difference.”     
 Operation Calendar (or OpCal, as I will now refer to it) is 
a grassroots effort to raise money for wounded veterans and 
their families while boosting troop morale and raising community 
awareness; 50% of all monies collected for calendar sales go 
directly to those in need and the other half goes to cover a portion 
of OpCal’s operational costs. The models, photographers, body 
painter, everyone; they donate their time. Nobody gets paid for 
working with OpCal; they all do it because they want to help. 
Every year, they send approximately 30,000 calendars overseas 
to the troops that are fighting. The girls go to events, visit the 
hospitals, etc. Obviously Mezzadri isn’t getting rich off her efforts, 
so why bother? 
 During our interview, I asked Manuela how a woman goes 
from modeling professionally, to creating a calendar and donating 
the money to wounded troops and their families. “The (other 
models) and I felt that there is not enough awareness about the 
guys that come back wounded. Everyone always talks about the 
number that die – which don’t get me wrong, it’s very sad – but 
there are also more than 30,000 now, an amazing 
number, that come back different and 
in need of help. At first, all you notice 
are the ones with obvious injuries – the 
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